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Abstract
It is shown that direct photons provide a leading twist mechanism for dirac-
tive jet production in which the jets carry away all of the momentum lost by
the proton. Two-photon processes are thus expected to asymptotically dom-
inate \super-hard" pomeron events in ep collisions. We report the expected
rates from these events for the recent ZEUS and H1 data cuts. We also es-
timate the direct photon contribution to the \super-hard" pomeron events
observed by the CERN UA8 group for pp collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Jet events with large rapidity gaps in the forward proton direction have been observed
at the DESY HERA ep collider, both in the deep-inelastic regime [1,2] and in the photo-
production regime [3,4]. In the now popular convolution picture of the pomeron [5], the
virtual or quasi-real photon emitted from the electron collides with the partons inside the
pomeron, leading to the production of hard jets, well-separated in the phase space from the
forward-going proton. For the diractive photoproduction events, Collins, Frankfurt and
Strikman [6] have argued that a special subclass of diractive events would be produced at
higher twist in the jet-system invariant mass due to the color singlet structure of the dijet
system. These are events where the pomeron transfers all of its energy into the hard-jet sys-
tem. Such events are strictly impossible in convolution pictures due to the assumed, normal
vanishing of parton structure functions at x ! 1. These predictions, restated in Ref. [7],
are explicitly manifested in models [8,9] where these events have been generated assuming
a two gluon substructure for the exchanged pomeron.1
Events where the initial proton scatters o diractively but generates hard-jet systems
in the central rapidity region are also known as diractive hard-jet events, or simply, hard
diraction. These events have been previously observed at pp collision. The UA8 experi-
ment at the CERN SppS Collider [10] has studied the production of jet event in the single
diractive regime. That is,
p + p! p+ (jets +X); (1.1)
or its conjugate reaction (reverse the roles of p and p). In the above process, the incident
antiproton interacts with a soft pomeron component of the proton to generate the hard-
jets, while the diracted proton preserves most ( > 90% ) of its initial beam energy. It is
1The possibility [8] of diering small x behavior for the superhard and \normal" pomeron type
events may however complicate testing these predictions.
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observed in this experiment that an unexpected large fraction of the pomeron’s momentum
participates in the hard scattering a signicant fraction of the time. The hypothetical
pomeron therefore seems to contain a point-like component, capable of transferring all its
energy into the hard jet system. The predictions of Collins, Frankfurt and Strikman [6] is
hence that factorization is violated at the leading twist level in hard diractive processes.
More data, determining the superhard pomeron cross{section as a function of the transverse
momentum P? of the jets, is however still needed before these interpretations of the UA8
results are properly conrmed. 2
Here we study the contribution of direct photon from the proton to the above hard jet
events at DESY HERA and CERN SppS colliders. Although this contribution is suppressed
by the electromagnetic coupling, it provides a mechanism that is leading twist in the jet-pair
invariant mass. Hence in the case of ep collisions, it is expected to asymptotically dominate
all hadronic mediated dijet events in which the jets carry away all of the momentum lost
by the proton. We nd that at the present energy and luminosity level, the two-photon
contribution accounts for about 5% of the observed large rapidity gap, two-jet event cross
section recently reported by the ZEUS [3] and H1 [4] collaborations at HERA (assuming
100% detector eciencies). It is however worth stressing that in both experiments the
nal state proton remained undetected and hence what fraction of these diractive events
involved a total transfer of the proton’s momentum to the two jets could not be determined.
In the case of the pp events of Eq. (1.1), direct photons are again a leading twist mecha-
nism. However, we nd that direct photon’s alone are only a small fraction of the superhard
events that were observed at UA8, contributing at only the few percent level.
2What is at issue is the role of Sudakov eects [11] known to play a crucial role in elastic scattering
events at large momentum transfers [12]. Indeed it is due to these Sudakov eects that it was argued
in Ref. [13] that exclusive hard double diractive events would be higher twist, in contradistinction
to the proposed mechanisms of Refs. [14{16].
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FIG. 1. Two-photon jet processes at HERA. (a) direct contribution, (b) resolved γe contribu-
tion, (c) resolved γp contribution, (d) twice-resolved contribution.
In this section we analyze the two-photon mechanism and its contribution to the gen-
eration of jet events at HERA in the diractive regime. The scattering mechanisms are
illustrated in Fig. 1, where we have only shown some representative diagrams. The actual
number of diagrams is large, especially for the twice resolved mechanism of Fig. 1 (d).
For the two-photon processes, quasi-real photons are generated from the incoming elec-
tron and proton. The parent beam particles scatter o diractively, leaving the photons
to interact and generate the hard jet event in the central-rapidity region. The underlying
photons (γe; γp) can interact either directly, as in Fig. 1 (a), or via the resolved photon
mechanism (see [17] and references there-in), as in Fig. 1 (b), (c) and (d). The processes
(a) and (b) are to be compared to the emission of a \super-hard" pomeron from the proton,
where all the energy lost by the proton are gone into the hard jet system.
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The photon content of the electron and of the proton can be adequately described by the
equivalent photon formalism [18]. This ep analogy of the two-photon mechanism at e+e−
colliders [17,19] has been pointed out in Ref. [20]. For the photon distribution inside the



















where x1 is the momentum fraction of the electron carried by its emitted photon, em 
1=137 the QED coupling constant, me the mass of the electron, and Q2max is the maximum
transverse momentum squared as allowed by the experimental cut. For instance, in the case
of HERA ZEUS experiment [3], the diractive events are selected with Q2max  4 GeV
2.
For the proton, the derivation of the equivalent photon formula mimics the electron case,






with Q20  0:71 GeV
2, and Q2 = jtj  p2t the momentum transfer squared of the proton


































The dierential cross section for the two-jet production mechanism as shown in Fig. 1
is given by
dep = fγje(x1)fγjp(x2)dx1dx2dγγ : (2.5)












where d(a)γγ is the direct photon contribution, d
(b)
γγ is the resolved γe contribution, d
(c)
γγ is
the resolved γp contribution, and d(d)γγ is the \twice-resolved" contribution.
A. Direct Photons are Leading Twist











where we have summed over the nal quark colors. Qq is the electric charge of the quark
of flavor q,
P
Q4q = 34=81 for 4 light-quark flavors (u; d; s; c). We have used the integration
variable z = cos  with the angle  being the scattering angle in the parton center-of-mass
system. The total center-of-mass energy squared of the ep system is s = 4EeEp. Currently
at HERA Ee = 26:7 GeV and Ep = 820 GeV, thus
p
s = 296 GeV.
Observe that the contribution of the direct photon is leading twist. Inserting Eq. (2.7)











where we have focussed on the leading x−12 behavior of fγjp(x2). The contribution of a
hadronic mediated pomeron is expected to be higher{twist for this class of dijet events [6].
Parametrically, two groups modeling the pomeron with a two gluon substructure nd [8,9]














where P? is the transverse momentum of each jet and b  4GeV−2 enters in the proton{
pomeron’s hadronic form factor, ebt. Asymptotically (P 2? ! 1) the direct-photon mecha-
nism dominates in this class of diractive events.
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B. Resolved Photon Contributions
The resolved γe cross section is given by (taking into account the quark-antiquark sym-













where y1 is the momentum fraction of γe carried by its parton, fqjγ(y1; p2t ) and fgjγ(y1; p
2
t )
are the parton distribution functions inside photon, where we have used the transverse
momentum squared p2t = x1x2y1(1 − z

































with y2 the momentum fraction of γp carried by its parton, and p
2
t = x1x2y2(1− z
2)s=4 the
transverse momentum squared.
The twice-resolved cross section d(c)γγ is substantially more complicated that the previous
cases. The underlying parton 2! 2 matrix elements can be found in Ref. [22]. Taking into




















































































































































where t^ = −(1− z)s^=2, u^ = −(1 + z)s^=2, and z = cos , with  the scattering angle in the
parton center-of-mass system. We have multiplied a factor 1=2 to the amplitudes involving
identical particle nal states.
C. Results
At HERA, the existence of a large rapidity gap in the forward (proton) direction has been
employed [3,4] as a selection criterion for diractive events. The diracted proton is however
not detected and thus no information resembling a \structure" function decomposition of
the pomeron a la UA8 [10] is available. The relative number of superhard pomeron events,
where all the momentum lost by the proton is carried away by the jets is thus unknown.
The large rapidity gap criterion is used because in general one expects a gap of size
 ln(1=x2) separating the hadron fragments from the proton, although the actual size of
the rapidity gap varies from event to event, and depends on the details of the hadronization
physics. For d(a)γγ and d
(b)
γγ , we expect most hadron fragments to be produced in phase
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space region well separated from the forward proton. However, for d(c)γγ and d
(d)
γγ , since the
forward going γp is broken, only a fraction of these events will contain a large rapidity gap
between the diracted proton and the jet hadron fragments. The precise fraction depends
on the details of the hadronization process. Here we will limit ourselves to the perturbative
results, and keep in mind that the gap event cross section is somewhere between d(a)γγ +d
(b)
γγ







Experimentally, in order to observe well-dened jet, a minimum transverse momentum
cut ptmin is introduced. Also, an additional cut in rapidity is used at HERA in order to
separate the diractive events from the proton dissociation events. We will therefore also
consider a maximum rapidity cut max in the forward direction (proton’s direction) for the























where for the cases (b), (c) and (d) we take y2 = 1, y1 = 1 and y1 = y2 = 1, respectively.
Experimentally, detector limit also imposes cuts in the momentum fraction x1 carried by γe.



























x1x2y1y2s(1− z2) > p2t min;




Table 1 gives the kinematic constraints as used by the HERA ZEUS [3] and H1 [4] groups.
In Fig. 2 we plot the obtained cross section as function of pt. The solid lines represent the
contributions from (a) and (b) (unbroken γp), and the dotted lines represent the combined
contributions from (a), (b), (c) and (d). The integrated cross section between pt = 4 GeV
and pt = 12 GeV are given in Table 2. For ZEUS we have (a + b) = 10:3 [pb] and
(a + b + c + d) = 13:7 [pb], and for H1 (a + b) = 3:2 [pb] and (a + b + c + d) = 4:5
[pb]. At ZEUS, the integrated luminosity is 0:55 [pb−1], and 132 two-jet events have been
observed with the given kinematic cuts. At H1, the integrated luminosity is 0:289 [pb−1], and
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TABLE I. Experimental kinematic cuts used at HERA ZEUS and H1 groups
ZEUS H1
max 1:5 1:5
ptmin 4 GeV 4 GeV
Q2min 0 GeV





TABLE II. Integrated cross section for ZEUS and H1 from pt = 4 GeV to pt = 12 GeV
(a) (b) (c) (d)
ZEUS 9.57 pb 0.75 pb 2.03 pb 1.38 pb
H1 2.92 pb 0.29 pb 0.71 pb 0.59 pb
19 two-jet events have been observed with the corresponding kinematic cuts. Although no
information on detector eciency is given in [3,4], it appears that the two-photon mechanism
contributes to the observed large-gap two-jet events at about the 5% level. However, we
remind the reader that no momentum decomposition of these dijet events are available and
hence it is expected that most of the seen events are due to \normal", Ingelman-Schlein
[5] type of diractive processes. The most relevant rate for our discussion, the superhard
pomeron type events where the diractive proton is unaccompanied by any additional beam
jet hadrons, has not been measured.
III. PHOTON-PARTON PROCESSES AT UA8
In this section we analyze the direct photon contribution to two-jet events at the CERN
SppS collider. The scattering mechanisms are shown in Fig. 3. For concreteness, we assume
that the direct photon originates from the proton, although experimentally the conjugate
10
FIG. 2. Two-photon jet event cross section, according to the ZEUS and H1 kinematic cuts
given in Table I. The solid lines are obtained by considering only the direct and resolved γe contri-












FIG. 3. Photon-parton jet processes at pp collider. (a) photon-gluon fusion, (b) \Compton"
scattering.
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reaction with photon coming from the antiproton is also accounted. We recall that it was in
these events that the superhard pomeron was rst reported [10]. Having shown that direct
photons are the leading twist contribution to the superhard dijet diractive events at ep
colliders, it is thus natural to speculate if the UA8 events were not simply due to direct
photons.
The cross section for the direct photon contribution to two-jet events, as shown by the










where the cross section dqγ = dqγ and dgγ are as given in formulas (2.11) and (2.12). We








































lnQ2 − 0:05 ln2Q2
i
(1− x)3:65; (3.3)
and for the gluon momentum density x2g(x2; p2t ) we use (for p
2
t  20 GeV
2) [24]
xg(x;Q2) = 1:08x−0:39(1− x)4:81: (3.4)
The proton’s momentum transfer squared at the UA8 experiment is in the range jtj =
0:9  2:3 GeV2. For direct photon to alone be responsible for the diraction of the proton,















In Table III we present the integrated cross section with the kinematic cuts of the UA8
group. That is, we demand that the hard-jet cone-center rapidities be restricted to the
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TABLE III. Comparison of the experimental \Super-hard" pomeron events to direct-photon
contributions
back-to-back single-side direct-photon expected
two-jet super-hard cross section direct-photon
xp = 1− x1 events events [pb] events
(50% 30%) (0:423 [pb−1])
0.90 | 0.92 77 11.6 1.2 0.5
0.92 | 0.94 86 12.9 1.0 0.4
0.94 | 0.96 86 12.9 0.9 0.4
total 249 37.4 3.1 1.3
interval [−2; 2], that 0:04 < x1 < 0:10, and that pt > 8 GeV. From the table, we see that the
direct{photons alone account for only a few percent of the observed \super-hard" pomeron
events.
IV. CONCLUSION
Direct photons have been shown to be a leading twist mechanism for diractive dijet
production in which the jets carry away all of the momentum lost by the diracted proton.
In ep collisions, direct photons are predicted to asymptotically dominate all such \su-
perhard" pomeron, dijet events. At the present time the inability at HERA [3,4] to tag
the nal state proton means no data on this particular class of hard diraction events yet
exists. While we wish to strongly stress the importance that such experiments be under-
taken, we also want to suggest an alternative experiment that should indirectly indicate the
relative importance of direct photons, namely, large rapidity gap, dilepton production at
large transverse momentum.3 From Eq. (2.7) the ratio of dijets to dileptons at the same
3We thank Shmuel Nussinov for this suggestion. See also [25], where muon-pair production at
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where we have summed over four light-quark flavors (u; d; s; c) and included the  -lepton
in the sum over leptons. Nc = 3 is the number of colors. We note that to the extent that
resolved photon contributions (i.e. as in Fig. (1b)) can be excluded, such dilepton events
are absent in a convolution picture of the pomeron [5].
In pp collisions, we have seen that direct-photons alone cannot account for the \super-
hard" pomeron events observed by UA8 [10] at the CERN SppS collider. It is amusing to
note however that if we ignored the t-dependence of the measured protons at UA8 (by using
Eq. (2.3) instead of Eq. (3.5) in Eq. (3.2) ), one obtains rates in the range of 30− 90[pb] for
the various bins of pomeron momentum listed in Table III. One may thus speculate whether
direct-photons, with an additional hadronic mechanism for giving the diracted proton a 1
GeV transverse momentum kick, may not yet be playing a role in understanding the UA8
data. This possibility is presently being explored.
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